
Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

24-May All Day EUR French Bank Holiday

Banks facilitate the majority of foreign exchange volume. When they

are closed the market is less liquid and speculators become a more

dominant market influence. This can lead to both abnormally low and

abnormally high volatility

0 0

24-May All Day EUR German Bank Holiday

Banks facilitate the majority of foreign exchange volume. When they

are closed the market is less liquid and speculators become a more

dominant market influence. This can lead to both abnormally low and

abnormally high volatility

0 0

24-May  6:30pm USD FOMC Member Brainard Speaks

Federal Reserve FOMC members vote on where to set the nation's key

interest rates and their public engagements are often used to drop

subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0 0

24-May 9:30pm USD FOMC Member Bostic Speaks

Federal Reserve FOMC members vote on where to set the nation's key

interest rates and their public engagements are often used to drop

subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0 0

25-May 11:30am EUR German Final GDP q/q
Change in the inflation-adjusted value of all goods and services

produced by the economy
-0.017 -0.017

25-May 1:30pm EUR German ifo Business Climate

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and changes in their sentiment can be an early

signal of future economic activity such as spending, hiring, and

investment

98.2 96.8

25-May 5:10pm USD FOMC Member Evans Speaks

Federal Reserve FOMC members vote on where to set the nation's key

interest rates and their public engagements are often used to drop

subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0 0
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Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

25-May 6:30pm USD HPI m/m
It's a leading indicator of the housing industry's health because rising

house prices attract investors and spur industry activity
1.40% 0.90%

25-May 6:30pm USD S&P/CS Composite-20 HPI y/y
It's a leading indicator of the housing industry's health because rising

house prices attract investors and spur industry activity
12.30% 11.90%

25-May 7:30pm USD CB Consumer Confidence
Financial confidence is a leading indicator of consumer spending,

which accounts for a majority of overall economic activity
119.4 121.7

25-May 7:30pm USD FOMC Member Quarles Speaks

Federal Reserve FOMC members vote on where to set the nation's key

interest rates and their public engagements are often used to drop

subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0 0

25-May 7:30pm USD New Home Sales

It's a leading indicator of economic health because the sale of a new

home triggers a wide-reaching ripple effect. For example, furniture

and appliances are purchased for the home, a mortgage is sold by the

financing bank, and brokers are paid to execute the transaction

950K 1021K

25-May 7:30pm USD Richmond Manufacturing Index
Level of a composite index based on surveyed manufacturers in

Richmond
19 17

26-May 7:30pm USD FOMC Member Quarles Speaks

Federal Reserve FOMC members vote on where to set the nation's key

interest rates and their public engagements are often used to drop

subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0 0

26-May 8:00pm USD Crude Oil Inventories

It's the primary gauge of supply and demand imbalances in the

market, which can lead to changes in production levels and price

volatility

0.00% 1.3M
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27-May 12:30am USD FOMC Member Quarles Speaks

Federal Reserve FOMC members vote on where to set the nation's key

interest rates and their public engagements are often used to drop

subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0.00% 0.00%

27-May 11:30am EUR German GfK Consumer Climate
Financial confidence is a leading indicator of consumer spending,

which accounts for a majority of overall economic activity
-5.3 -8.8

27-May 5:30pm EUR German Buba President Weidmann Speaks

ECB Governing Council members vote on where to set the Eurozone's

key interest rates and their public engagements are often used to drop

subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0 0

27-May 6:00pm USD Prelim GDP q/q
It's the broadest measure of economic activity and the primary gauge

of the economy's health
0.064 0.064

27-May 6:00pm USD Unemployment Claims

Although it's generally viewed as a lagging indicator, the number of

unemployed people is an important signal of overall economic health

because consumer spending is highly correlated with labor-market

conditions. Unemployment is also a major consideration for those

steering the country's monetary policy

427K 444K

27-May 6:00pm USD Core Durable Goods Orders m/m
It's a leading indicator of production - rising purchase orders signal

that manufacturers will increase activity as they work to fill the orders
0.007 0.019

27-May 6:00pm USD Durable Goods Orders m/m
It's a leading indicator of production - rising purchase orders signal

that manufacturers will increase activity as they work to fill the orders
0.007 0.008

27-May 6:00pm USD Prelim GDP Price Index q/q
Annualized change in the price of all goods and services included in

GDP
0.041 0.041
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27-May 7:30pm USD Pending Home Sales m/m

It's a leading indicator of economic health because the sale of a home

triggers a wide-reaching ripple effect. For example, renovations are

done by the new owners, a mortgage is sold by the financing bank,

and brokers are paid to execute the transaction

0.006 0.019

27-May 8:00pm USD Natural Gas Storage
Inventories are used to maintain price stability during supply

shortages and periods of increasing demand
0 71B

28-May 11:30am EUR German Import Prices m/m
It contributes to inflation for businesses and consumers, especially

those who rely heavily on imported goods
0.01 0.018

28-May 12:15pm EUR French Consumer Spending m/m
It's the primary gauge of consumer spending, which accounts for the

majority of overall economic activity
-3.70% -1.10%

28-May 12:15pm EUR French Prelim CPI m/m Change in the price of goods and services purchased by consumers 0.003 0.001

28-May 12:15pm EUR French Prelim GDP q/q
It's the broadest measure of economic activity and the primary gauge

of the economy's health
0.004 0.004

28-May Tentative EUR Italian 10-y Bond Auction

Yields are set by bond market investors, and therefore they can be

used to decipher investors' outlook on future interest rates. The bid-to-

cover ratio represents bond market liquidity and demand, which can

be used to gauge investor confidence

0 0.88|1.4

28-May 6:00pm USD Core PCE Price Index m/m
Change in the price of goods and services purchased by consumers,

excluding food and energy
0.006 0.004
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28-May 6:00pm USD Goods Trade Balance

Export demand and currency demand are directly linked because

foreigners must buy the domestic currency to pay for the nation's

exports. Export demand also impacts production and prices at

domestic manufacturers

-92.0B -90.6B

28-May 6:00pm USD Personal Income m/m
Income is correlated with spending - the more disposable income

consumers have, the more likely they are to increase spending
-0.148 0.211

28-May 6:00pm USD Personal Spending m/m

Consumer spending accounts for a majority of overall economic

activity. It's one of the most important gauges of economic health due

to the vast ripple effect consumer buying creates in the economy

0.004 0.042

28-May 6:30pm EUR Belgian NBB Business Climate

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and changes in their sentiment can be an early

signal of future economic activity such as spending, hiring, and

investment

5.6 4.4

28-May 7:15pm USD Chicago PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

69.5 72.1

28-May 7:30pm USD Revised UoM Consumer Sentiment
Financial confidence is a leading indicator of consumer spending,

which accounts for a majority of overall economic activity
83.1 82.8

28-May 7:30pm USD Revised UoM Inflation Expectations
Percentage that consumers expect the price of goods and services to

change during the next 12 months
0 0.046

0-Jan 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0

0-Jan 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0



The Reserve Bank of India said in its May bulletin that the ferocity of the second wave has overwhelmed India, adding that real economic indicators have moderated through

April-May 2021. According to the central bank, the biggest toll of the second wave is in terms of a demand shock. Loss of mobility, lower discretionary spending, lack of

employment and inventory accumulation are some of the factors that indicate weaker demand during the second wave in India. While RBI said that the resurgence of Covid-

19 has dented economic activity in the first half of Q1:2021-22, it has not yet “debilitated” it. “Although extremely tentative at this stage, the central tendency of available

diagnosis is that the loss of momentum is not as severe as at this time a year ago,” RBI said in its state of the economy bulletin. “The impact of the second wave on the real

economy seems to be limited so far in comparison with the first wave,” RBI added. On the demand outlook, RBI said that it has been impacted but “not on the scale of the

first wave”. 

Japan's core consumer prices slipped 0.1% in April from a year earlier to mark the ninth straight month of declines, data showed, a sign weak demand was discouraging

firms from passing on rising costs to households. The data underscores the challenge policymakers face in combating a resurgence in COVID-19 infections without hobbling

an economy already lagging other major trading partners emerging from the pandemic-induced slump. The drop in the core consumer price index (CPI), which excludes the

effect of volatile fresh food costs, was smaller than a median market forecast for a 0.2% fall and followed a 0.1% decrease in March, government data showed. The so-called

core-core CPI, which excludes the effect of both volatile fresh food and oil costs, fell 0.2% in April from a year earlier, the data showed. The decline was partly due to cuts in

cellphone charges, following Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga's call to ease the financial burden on households. Japan's economy shrank in the first quarter and analysts expect

any rebound in April-June to be modest as new COVID-19 infections forced the government to re-introduce state of emergency curbs, hurting already weak consumption.

Japan’s factory activity expanded at a slower pace in May as growth in output and new orders eased, in a sign emergency curbs to stem a rise in coronavirus infections were

hampering the country’s economic recovery. Activity in the service sector contracted at the fastest pace in nine months, pulling the private sector as a whole into contraction

after the previous month’s expansion. The au Jibun Bank Flash Japan Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) weakened to a seasonally adjusted 52.5 in May from

a final 53.6 in April. The PMI survey showed overall output posted the weakest monthly expansion since February, in a sign a state of emergency curbs in Tokyo and other

major areas were taking a toll on manufacturers. Manufacturers saw input prices rising for a 12th month, while output prices were largely unchanged, causing the widest gap

between the two in nearly a decade. Manufacturers’ expectations for the year ahead remained elevated on hopes of a pickup in economic activity following a wider vaccine

rollout, coming in at their highest since July 2017.

KEY DEVELOPMENTS – INTERNATIONAL

Euro zone business growth accelerated at its fastest pace in over three years in May, as a strong resurgence in the bloc’s reopening service industry added to the impetus

from an already-booming manufacturing sector, a survey showed. After a slow start to vaccination programmes across the region the pace is picking up, allowing some

restrictions imposed to quell the spread of the coronavirus to be lifted. A deal agreed by the European Union on Thursday to open up tourism across the 27-nation bloc this

summer should provide a boost to tourism-dependent economies that were hammered by restrictions last year. With more businesses reopening - or at least adapting to

lockdowns - IHS Markit’s flash Composite Purchasing Managers’ Index, seen as a good guide to economic health, climbed to 56.9 from April’s final reading of 53.8. That was

its highest level since February 2018 and comfortably above the 50 mark separating growth from contraction. The bloc’s economy will expand 1.4% this quarter, according

to a poll last week that also found forecasts for the rest of the year had been downgraded from last month.

The German economy could leave the pandemic behind as soon as the autumn if the vaccination campaign gains speed and curbs to activity are relaxed, the country’s

central bank said. The Bundesbank also predicted that German inflation could briefly hit 4% late this year, albeit partly due to the reversal of an earlier value-added tax cut.

It said German GDP was likely growing substantially this quarter, driven by industrial production and construction, and the economy could surpass its pre-pandemic size in

the autumn, as services also spring back to life. “If there is rapid progress in the vaccination campaign, there is the prospect that restrictions can be significantly eased in

the coming months,” the Bundesbank said in its monthly report. “GDP could then grow strongly in the third quarter and surpass its pre-crisis level in the autumn.” It noted

that higher raw material and transport costs were already lifting producer prices, but these were only passed on to consumers with a delay and to a limited extent.
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